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mag-mag 1. 
THE SEED OF LIFE:  

THE TRINARY MAG MODEL 
in the Magyar language, 

MAG means SEED or core. 
MAG-MAG suggests that everything is SEED. 

and indeed. so simple and basic. 

but what is a SEED?   
it is the perfect vessel of life,  

the formula of survival, 
a universal model, 

the basis of all analogy and connection.  
the SEED carries the basic program of life. it carries the law. 

it is everywhere, coded in everything.  
but we have forgotten. 

THE MAG or SEED: 

 
it is a trinary concentric structure 
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THE SEED STRUCTURE: 

  
the sequence of creation, manifestation: 

ONE, TWO, THREE. 

 

THE PLANT SEED: 

 
1. CORE, 2. ENDOSPERM, 3. COAT 

in Magyar, both the whole seed and its core are called MAG.  
this is the basis of holography, one of the major laws of the universe. 
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THE SUN: 

 
1. CORE, 2. RADIATIVE ZONE, 3. CONVECTIVE ZONE 

 

THE EARTH: 

 
1. CORE, MAGMA, 2. MANTLE, 3. CRUST 

 

EVERYTHING: 

    

 

  
 

1.ENERGY, 2. INFORMATION, 3. MATTER 
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HUMANS AND ALL BEINGS: 

 
1. SOUL, 2. MIND, 3. BODY 

or 1.heart, 2.consciousness, 3. physical reality 

 

OUR VITAL CAPACITIES: 

 
1. FEELINGS, EMOTIONS, SENSES,  

2. THOUGHTS AND WORDS,  
3. BEHAVIOUR AND DEEDS 
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ALL PHENOMENA OF THE WORLD: 

  
1. NATURE, 2. OPERATION, 3. STRUCTURE 

(these are represented by the basic figures of the point and circle, the vertical 
line and the cross, as present in all ancient cultural patterns and motifs) 

THE WORLD ITSELF: 

 
1&2. 95% OF OUR UNIVERSE CONSISTS OF THE INVISIBLE WORLD OF ENERGY 

AND INFORMATION,  
3. ONLY 5% OF THE WHOLE IS THE VISIBLE WORLD OF MATTER 

 

THE HUMAN EYE: 

 
1. PUPIL, 2. IRIS, 3. MUSCLE, BLOOD & NERVE 
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RACES OF THE EARTH  
(parts of the racial MAG): 

 
1. MAGYAR, NAGAR, AMAZIR, MEDE, MAYAN…  

2. SCYTHIAN, SIKUL…  
3. HUN ETC. PEOPLE AND CULTURES 

the collective of humanity makes up one single seed. 
all races originally belong to one or the other seed part of the whole human 

race. the ancient, original, indigenous people, the first nations still remember 
and carry mementos of this Unity in their culture, language name.  

such are/were the Sumerian/Mede, Parthian, Hun, Scythian, Magar/Magyar, 
Etruscan, Celtic, Basque, Native American, African, Maghrebi, Australian 

Aboriginal, Uyghur etc.  
(although Magyar is translated as Hungarian, you can see how Magyar and Hun 

are related but NOT identical!) 
once upon a time, the free and wise people of the Earth consciously formed a 
SEED unit. who knows what we were and can be capable of in a united heart, 

mind and will? 
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THE ATOM: 

 
1.PROTON, 2.NEUTRON, 3.ELECTRON 

this is the only natural, organic, complete, holistic, holy, universal and singular 
basic pattern of life.   

FUNCTIONS OF THE LIVING CELL’S PARTS: 

 
1. HEREDITY AND INFORMATION-STORING,  

2. METABOLIC SUBSYSTEM,  
3. BORDERING AND INSULATION 

FUNCTION OF THE PLANT SEED’S PARTS: 

 
1.TRANSMISSION OF ORIGINAL MATTER AND ENERGY,  

2. DISTRIBUTION OF NUTRIENT AND ENERGY,  
3. PROTECTION AND GATE 
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originally human languages are also  
structured upon the SEED model and program. 

Magyar means: of the SEED. (although in English Magyar means Hungarian, 
ultimately all original MAG cultures, languages and races are Magyar: of the 

SEED) 

THE MAGYAR LANGUAGE: 

 
this and only this linguistic model preserves the MAG-structure, code and logic  

the keepers, the original, indigenous first nations kept the code intact in their 
language and traditions. see ancient circular constructions, wheat and stone 

circles, the Sumerian Gods’ wristwatch, the trinary SEED sign everywhere 
throughout the world and history. 

 

THE MAG CODE (LAW OF THE ONE): 

  
1.TWO-IN-ONE,  

2.THREE-IN-ONE,  
3.ALL-IN-ONE 
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PERSONAL PRONOUNS OF THE MAGYAR 
LANGUAGE: 

 
1. I (ÉN),  

2. YOU (TE),  
3. HE/SHE/IT (Ő) 

original Mag, Scythian and Hun languages all have gender-free pronouns! 
like Sumerian, pre-ancient Greek, Aboriginese, American Indian. 

they preserved the holistic MAGic mentality and society, 
where i, you and he/she/it held hands and moved in a circle. these languages  

and cultures are by now almost completely extinct.  
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at a certain point in history, a radical schism happened, and the pattern broke. a 
new language family was born from a cracked and hacked MAG program: 

THE SEMITIC LANGUAGE PROGRAM  
(FROM AROUND 2600 BC, SINCE ABRAHAM):  

 
1. I,  

2. YOU: BROKEN IN TWO,  
3. HE/SHE/IT: BROKEN IN TWO 

such are Hebrew and Arabic with their expansive and parasitic patriarchal 
system.  

soon after, a further mutation happened and a new variant of the virus 
appeared: 

THE INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM  
(FROM AROUND 1700 BC IN SANSKRIT, C.800 BC IN GREEK 

AND C.300 BC IN LATIN): 

 
1. I: EGOCENTRISM (capital I) but weakness (no consonant),  

2. YOU: WEAKNESS (no consonant), 
3. HE/SHE/IT BROKEN IN THREE: subordination of she (women and the 

feminine), and the it (all of nature objectified and degraded as lifeless) by the he 

such is Sanskrit with its dividing cast system and patriarchal Brahminism. and 
such are all European languages from Latin to Germanic and Slavic, with their 

patriarchal militant colonialism. 
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the original human code which secured our alliance with the universe has been 
broken. its conscious manipulation is the great scam and scheme of history: the 

Great Patriarchal Conspiracy,  
at the cost and by way of breaking the code in ALL OF US who must speak 

broken seeded languages. the Semitic and the Indo-European programs are out 
of synch with the laws of the universe, with the original global and human 

pattern. they are vitally wrong.  
in both of them, the masculine, physical and rational principle is first and 

foremost in a tyrannical way.  
the feminine, spiritual and intuitive principle is repressed, oppressed and 

suppressed as second-rate.  
further in the Indo-European, nature is objectified, abused and devastated as 

lifeless neuter.  
our entire current paradigm is based on a wrong mental virus program which 

corrupted its own origin, a political virus program which devours its own source. 

see how the political systems of the world were cracked when the ancient, original language 
programs were hacked – and how the bad code spread in forms of empires with a specific 
dividing, subordinative program: patriarchal, imperial, parasitic, aggressive and colonial, as 

the Akkadian, Assyrian, Persian, Greek, Roman, European, Russian, Arab, American and  
the hidden Greater Abrahamic imperial program.  

these are founded on hacked virus programs implanted in language, mentality, religion, 
society and politics. the semitic variant is broken into two in two strata, the Indo-European 
variant is a further mutation, broken into three in one stratum. and the victims have been 

those original nations, kingdoms and empires who fell at the hands of aggressive expansion 
and unsustainable consumption: the great ancient civilizations. deeply occult and secret 

circles and brotherhoods make sure the common linguistic, mental, behavioural, religious, 
social, political and economic program is hacked, and that all traces to the original good 

program are erased from common consciousness.  
the breaking of the seed creates a mental and behavioural pattern that is not round but 

linear, not coordinative but subordinative. this miscoding is the root of all global civilizational 
problems.  

social and ecological division and subordination appears in:  
materialism, rationalism, patriarchy, sexism, racism, colonialism, war, the subjection and 
exploitation of nature and the earth. disregard for the laws of the universe. oppressed 

spirituality and intuitive capacity. oppression of the metaphysical world, primacy of the visible 
and tangible, obtainable, consumable and consuming reality. these bring about unsustainable 

mechanisms and systems. 
the physical, intellectual and financial imperial armies systematically exterminated the keeper 
cultures and languages. but the people have collective memory! in our memory, our original 

language and order is alive: ÉN-TE-Ő. unity and coordination. 
all our key words with mag- refer to the memory of the SEED: magma, magnificent, major, 
magic, mediation, meditation… but even the word Semitic refers to the Sem: the SEED. too 
bad the Semitic language family was the first to break away from the tradition of the SEED. 
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THE ORIGINAL HOLY TRINITY: 

 
1. MOTHER (ANYA), 2. FATHER (ATYA), 3. CHILD, OFFSPRING (IFJÚ) 

note the correspondence between the sounds in én-anya, te-atya and ő-ifjú! 
this is evidence of the basic and specific resonance within the seed! sounds 

carry vibrations, the éN-Te-ő is a resonation scale: a vibration code. 
(the 3 forms of God are well known by all ancient traditions of knowledge. 

metaphysically and mathematically, they are: zero or Nothingness, Emptiness, 
one or the One, and infinite or All) 

with the artificial and aggressive introduction of the bad linguistic code and with 
it the wrong mentality program, our sense of God has been hacked by the virus 

program of Father-Son-Holy Spirit Trinity. here the Creator, first and omnipotent 
single source is the Father God. the Mother God barely appears, in sublime 

forms at most. cracking and confusing the good code of Mother-Father-Child is a 
basic scam: a sacrilege. the original sin, the first mistake is the manipulation, 

turning and unreciprocally dominating the sexual order. 

THE NUCLEAR FAMILY: 

 
1. MOTHER, 2. FATHER, 3. CHILD 
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WORK, LEADERSHIP AND LAW: 

 
1. SPIRITUAL WORK,  

2. MENTAL, INTELLECTUAL WORK,  
3. PHYSICAL WORK 

 
1. MAGISTRATES AND GOVERNERS (MAGES),  

2. SAGES AND TEACHERS (WIZARDS), 
3. HEALERS AND HELPERS (SHAMANS) 

 
1. LEGISLATIVE POWER,  

2. JUDICIAL POWER,  
3. EXECUTIVE POWER 
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PEACE, ETHICS, CULTURE & IDENTITY: 

 
1. BALANCE, 2. HARMONY, 3. ORDER:  

peace requires and brings justice, proportion and happiness  

the MAG model creates a round and concentric pattern: a peaceful, 
cooperative, constructive society and a sustainable civilization - balance, 

harmony and order. 

 
1. LOVE, 2. FAITH, 3. HOPE 

 
1 . GOOD, 2. WISE, CLEVER, 3. HEALTHY, STRONG & BEAUTIFUL 
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1. CHARACTER, ETHOS,  

2. INTELLECT, WIT,  
3. PLEASANT APPEARANCE AND GOOD VIBE 

 

1. IDENTITY, 2. INTEGRITY, 3. INTEGRATION 
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we should return to the MAG. 
the way back to the source is an initiation 

into our original constitution of energy-information-matter: 

PASSAGE: 

 
1. FROM THE MATERIAL WORLD OF THE BODY (MATTER) 

2. THROUGH CONSCIENCE AND CONSCIOUSNESS (INFORMATION) 

3. BACK TO THE SOUL, HEART, LOVE AND COMPASSION (ENERGY) 

 this is the model of return, rebirth, salvation, enlightenment. it is an alchemical 

process, an initiation, individual and collective. 

our aim is the source.  

and the source is always: the SEED! the MAG. 

 

so what is to be done?  

to return to our original MAGic Eden, we need a coordinated global language 

reform which entails political, economic, social, ethical, religious reforms all over 

the world, ACCORDING TO THE ORDER WITHIN THE UNIVERSAL MAG MODEL. 

 

ZsVK. 2022. 

my previous works leading to this one: 

The Cultic Code book including 

The World of the Seed manifesto, The Living Books PhD thesis  

and A Sense of a Maze film, 

The Pearl and MALAB 1-3. booklets, 

read further @ www.amagdala.hu & www.mag-ura.com  

http://www.amagdala.hu/
http://www.mag-ura.com/

